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At railway stations, waiting time is usually an unavoidable aspect of the journey for train passengers. According to the attentional model of time, pleasant surroundings and other forms
of distraction reduce perceived waiting time. Not every individual reacts identically in the
same surroundings. Passengers in different states of mind enter the station every day. The
authors propose that for recreational “lust” passengers, a stimulating environment initiates a
more positive waiting time experience, whereas goal oriented “must” passengers respond more
positively to a calming environment. A virtual railway station was developed to create a waiting
environment in which the arousal level of environmental stimuli (stimulating or calming) was
manipulated by the use of colored lighting (study 1) and background music (study 2) in an
environment that varied in the degree of density. Results showed that at quiet low-density moments, passengers experienced greater pleasure when stimulating music was played, whereas
at busy high-density moments it was the other way around (greater pleasure with calming
music). Overall, “lust” passengers seemed more receptive to stimulating environments than
“must” passengers. Pleasure increased and the waiting experience improved (with shorter time
estimates). In line with reversal theory, the findings shed light on the relationship between
environmental stimuli and waiting experience, including the differentiation between low- and
high-density surroundings and motivational states of passengers. Designers of waiting environments might choose to design an environment that reverses negative emotions of boredom
or stress to positive emotions of excitement and relaxation.
Keywords: waiting experience, waiting environment, time perception, reversal theory, railway
station

Waiting time is an important part of the journey for train
passengers but little is known about the waiting experience
and how this is related to the waiting environment and time
perception. The rail sector has long been measuring objective
waiting times, but has never really gone into the question of
the subjective waiting experience. Passengers generally dislike waiting and often overestimate how long they have actually been waiting. At the same time, travel and waiting time
is a decisive factor in the choice of transportation. Research
and investments in the railway sector have long been aimed at
shortening the train journey, particularly with the optimization of the objective waiting and travelling time (Mackie,
Fowkes, Wardman, Whelan & Bateson, 2001; Peek & Van
Hagen, 2002; Wardman, 2004). These efforts are geared to

minimize the wait at the station and thus to accommodate
the time shortage of passengers. Less attention is paid to the
passengers waiting at the station and how they experience
this wait, i.e. the subjective waiting and travelling time. Yet
this subjective (waiting) time perception was shown to be a
good predictor of customer satisfaction, along with the influence of an attractive waiting environment (Pruyn & Smidts,
1998; Taylor, 1994). This article aims to contribute more
insight into the perception and evaluation of waiting time at
Netherlands Railways (NS) stations.
Generally speaking, waiting time is unavoidable in many
service settings and is usually considered to be an annoying aspect of customer experience with a negative impact
on emotion (e.g., Cameron, Baker, & Peterson, 2013; Hui,
Dube, & Chebat, 1997; Katz, Larson, & Larson, 1991; Taylor, 1994, 1995). Reversal theory proposes that in different
situations people will show divergent reactions dependent on
the motivational state they are in (Apter, 2007). Waiting in
line for the cash desk of your local supermarket or entrance
of a museum is a situation in which people usually feel either
bored (i.e., wasting your time with nothing to do) or anxious
(i.e., worrying about being too late). In these states, people
are more focused on time and time seems to drag on and go
too slowly. However, when we are distracted by an entertain-
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ing environment time seems to pass more quickly. Designers
of waiting environments might choose to design an entertaining environment that not only reverses negative emotions
of boredom or stress to positive emotions of excitement and
relaxation, but also influences the subjective experience of
a positive wait. The design of the environment is of key
importance to facilitate reversal to a more positive waiting
experience.
When people are actively engaged and distracted during
the wait, or can wait in pleasant surroundings, the wait is experienced as more pleasant (Hornik, 1992, 1993; Katz et al.,
1991; Pruyn & Smidts, 1998). In the enjoyment of the moment time simply melts away. Time flies when you’re having
fun! When attention is distracted from time, consumers notice their environment and can even enjoy their waiting time
(e.g., Van Hagen, 2011; Zakay, 1989; Zakay & Block, 2004).
In a railway station, people in different states of mind enter
the station every day. We propose that two groups of passengers can be distinguished, which we call “must” and “lust”
passengers (c.f., Steg, 2005; Van Hagen, 2011). “Must passengers” are people who regularly and systematically travel
by train, such as commuters. They tend to be in a goaloriented telic state, in a hurry, less receptive to distraction
in their surroundings, and more preoccupied with information processing and watching the time. Time for this type
of passenger is of the essence. After all, a train departs at
a prescheduled time. “Lust passengers”, on the other hand,
are people who are on an incidental journey (i.e., social or
recreational transport), and tend to be in a more recreational
paratelic state, less in a hurry, more receptive to distraction
and a stimulating environment, and less focused on the clock
(Van Hagen, 2011). Apparently, “lust” and “must” passengers have a different focus on time.
A few studies have been published over the years on how
the process of estimating time actually works. The most important of these studies were the storage size model (Ornstein, 1969) and the attentional model (Zakay, 1989).
Ornstein (1969) presupposed that the sense of time in retrospect is a positive linear function of the complexity of the
number of stimuli. He employed the metaphor of neurological storage capacity and alleged that time takes longer
the more units of information (discrete events) are stored per
event, the more events take place, the more events differ from
one another and the more complex events are. Hence, a period in which nothing seems to happen is experienced (in
retrospect) as having passed more quickly than one in which
many different and complex activities took place. The more
attention we pay to external stimuli, the more impressions we
gather that we can remember, and the more subjective time
can be ascribed to all those memories. As a result, the period
seems to have lasted longer.
Zakay (1989) hypothesized that time estimation is a cognitive process whereby each stimulus is perceived by two

processors: 1) a timer that processes time information, and
2) a processor that processes timeless (i.e. not time-bound)
information.
According to the attentional model, during an interval, attention can be processed in both ways. Temporal processing
implies that people are consciously aware of the passing of
time (for example, by guessing how long one has already
been waiting). Non-temporal processing is the pondering on
issues that are not time-related. The more temporal information that is processed, the longer the interval seems. Pleasant surroundings, information, activities and other forms of
distraction result in less information being temporally processed, which in turn reduces the perceived waiting time
(Baily & Areni, 2006).
So the way information is processed, and the attention
to that information has an influence on our sense of time.
The two main differences between the storage size and attentional model are: a) The attentional model is about the
experience of the duration of time in the moment while the
storage size model is about the experience of the duration of
time afterwards; and b) the attentional model indicates that
episodes with many events/stimuli are perceived as shorter,
while the storage size model indicates that episodes with
many events/stimuli are perceived as longer – i.e. an opposite
result.
Environmental stimuli and waiting experience
When it comes to the experience of waiting time, a distinction may be made between actual (objective) waiting time
and the subjective experience of the waiting time (Katz et
al., 1991; Pruyn & Smidts, 1998). Usually, waiting is considered a negative aspect of the service experience and time
seems to drag on (Baker & Cameron, 1996). Adverse effects
of waiting on satisfaction with the service may be soothed
by improving the attractiveness of the waiting environment
rather than by shortening the objective waiting time (Pruyn
& Smidts, 1998). The design of a waiting environment may
help customers to reverse from a negative waiting experience into a positive one. Therefore, it is crucial for service
providers to develop customer atmospheres that can redress
the negative experience of waiting, so that passengers feel
relaxed or distracted from waiting.
Environmental stimuli influence cognitive and affective
processes that in turn determine approach or avoidance behavior (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). The environment influences, through its degree of arousal, the hedonic tone, the
sense of control and the waiting experience. Together these
three factors determine approach or avoidance behavior.
In the context of railway stations, crowding conditions
have a strong impact on arousal levels, because it might be
either extremely busy during peak hours or extremely quiet
during off peak hours. High human density (i.e., high levels
of crowding) goes hand in hand with an increase in arousal
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Table 1
Framework of environmental stimuli, congruency and emotions
Arousal level of stimuli + Density + Passenger state of mind

Congruency

Emotion

stimulating stimuli + crowded + “must”
stimulating stimuli + crowded + “lust”
calming stimuli + quiet + “must”
calming stimuli + quiet + “lust”

non-congruent
congruent
congruent
non-congruent

Anxiety
Excitement
Relaxation
Boredom

and psychological stress (Baker & Wakefield, 2012; Hui &
Bateson, 1991; Stokols, 1972; Worchel & Yohai, 1979). Grewal, Baker, Levy and Voss (2003) demonstrated in a simulated store environment that high levels of perceived human
density were related to stimulus overload and longer waiting
time perceptions. Too little density may also evoke negative responses, especially in hedonic environments (e.g., bar,
disco) where too little human density might feel tedious and
result in mere boredom (Pons, Laroche, & Mourali, 2006;
Turley & Milliman, 2000). Ang, Leong, and Lim (1997) suggested that consumers who seek different levels of arousal in
their service consumption respond differently to arousal inducing elements of the environment. For example, in a banking environment, consumers typically do not seek arousal
(tension) but are more likely to seek assurance and relaxation, whereas in amusement parks consumers tend to be
thrill-seeking and looking for arousal from the environment.
In general, people experience control when the environment facilitates goal attainment (i.e., toward getting on the
train in time, freedom to act, or enjoying the stay) (Prohansky, Ittelson, & Rivlin, 1974; Ward & Barnes, 2001). In considering the effects of human density, sense of control has
been shown to be a key variable of interest (Dion, 2004; Hui
& Bateson, 1991; Van Rompay, Galetzka, Pruyn, & MorenoGarcia, 2008). In railway stations, sense of control relates
to two types of goals. For railway passengers, prevailing
goals in a railway station are to arrive at the station in time
and find their way as efficiently as possible. Such goals
may be considered primarily functional. “Must” passengers tend to be task oriented toward attainment of functional
goals. However, during off peak hours (i.e., when density is
low), stations allow for relatively easy wayfinding, and functional goals may become less important. Under these circumstances, passengers may be more attuned to distraction
and a pleasant and stimulating environment. “Lust” passengers tend to be oriented toward recreational and experiencerelated goals. An attractive waiting environment facilitates
these goals, and will result in a more positive waiting experience.

“lust”) determine how passengers experience the platform
and the wait. Depending on the context, two levels of optimal stimulation can be distinguished that are expected to
influence hedonic tone (Apter, 2007).
Various authors have found that the degree of congruence
of the number of stimuli in relation to the motivational orientation of the consumer and the perceived crowdedness determines the experienced pleasure. According to Massara, Liu
and Melara (2010), a high level of pleasure is attained with an
optimal level of activation. Here, optimal is to say an optimal
level of stimulation that leads to an optimally pleasant experience, the so called hedonic tone (Apter, 2007). Specifically,
goal-directed consumers experience more pleasure with little
arousal and much dominance (i.e., the degree that the consumer has or perceives having control over the situation) and
non-goal-directed consumers experience more pleasure with
much arousal and little dominance. Situations where there
are many environmental stimuli, such as a busy platform,
demand a great deal of mental attention and may be experienced as too stimulating, whereas lack of stimuli (i.e., on a
very quiet platform), may be felt to be tedious. By combining the framework of Massara et al. (2010) with the states
of Apter’s reversal theory (2007) we have developed Table
1, which shows that four groups may be distinguished. The
table also shows our hypothesized emotional responses.

Conceptual model
We hypothesize that the combination of the arousal level
of environmental stimuli (stimulating or calming), density
(quiet or busy), and motivational orientation (“must” or

Figure 1. Elements of research design.
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As can be seen in Figure 1, high arousal levels induced
by a stimulating environment (high density and stimulating
stimuli) are hypothesized to result in excitement for “lust”
passengers, and anxiety for “must” passengers. Low arousal
levels (low density and calming stimuli), on the other hand,
are predicted to induce mere boredom for “lust” passengers
and relaxation for “must” passengers.
In sum, reversal theory poses that the response to environmental stimuli is dependent on context, such as degree of
density on the platform and the motivational orientation of
the customer. We expect that goal-oriented “must” passengers want to avoid too many stimuli. They are, after all, in
the telic state and are concentrated on catching their train.
For these passengers too many stimuli (i.e., stimulating environmental stimuli and high density) will induce stress and
a lower hedonic tone. “Must” passengers are cognitively engaged in the processing of information and keep their eye
on the clock. They are also expected to be less receptive to
stimuli and aspire more to peace and quiet. In comparison,
we predict that “lust” passengers will be more receptive to
environmental stimuli; that they are in the paratelic state, less
goal-oriented, and receptive to any distraction from boredom.
Hence the following hypotheses are proposed:
H1: A stimulating environment initiates a more positive
station and waiting experience for “lust” passengers than for
“must” passengers
H2: A calming environment initiates a more positive station and waiting experience for “must” passengers than for
“lust” passengers.
Environmental stimuli may also offer distraction from
waiting. The attentional model (Zakay & Block, 1997) poses
that people pay less attention to the time when they are occupied in a non-time-bound activity, such as listening to music, and that the wait therefore seems to be shorter. Passengers pay less attention to the time when they are distracted
and are thus less capable of estimating how long they have
waited. We do expect, however, that “lust” passengers will
estimate the wait as being shorter. On the basis of reversal
theory, it can be expected that a stimulating environment increases the arousal of the waiting “lust” passenger more and
that this will lead to a positive affective reaction. By giving
passengers a more positive feeling, the wait will be experienced as less boring (Chebat, Filiatrault, Gelina-Chebat, &
Vaninsky, 1995; Gardner, 1985; Mayer et al., 1992; Pruyn &
Smidts, 1998) and lead to a shorter time perception (Baker
& Cameron, 1996; Hornik, 1984, 1992). Based on our expectation that in a quiet waiting environment “lust” passengers experience more distraction from stimulating than from
calming stimuli, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: In a low density environment, “lust” passengers experience a shorter perceived waiting time with stimulating as
opposed to calming environmental stimuli.

We do not expect any difference in time estimations for
“must” passengers, because they are totally focused on the
travel process and do not allow themselves to be distracted.
Nine field and virtual reality studies were completed that
distinguish between two different environments: a stimulating versus a calming one. Three studies focused on the impact of visual environmental stimuli (color and lighting) in
an actual railway station (field study), a virtual reality laboratory, and an online simulation. Three studies focused on the
impact of auditive stimuli (background music, musical tempo
and musical genre) in an actual railway station and an online
visualisation. Three other studies focused on the impact of
advertising and digital signage in a field setting and an online
visualisation (pace of advertising and programming content)
(for a complete overview of the nine studies see Van Hagen,
2011). Here we report the findings of two online studies, in
which the arousal level of environmental stimuli (stimulating
or calming) was manipulated by the use of colored lighting
(study 1) and background music (study 2) in a virtual station environment that varied in the degree of density (low
density or high density). We decided to elaborate on these
two studies, because in an online environment we were able
to manipulate more experimental factors, which gives richer
results.
Study 1: Colored lighting
We choose to manipulate colors and light intensity, because these environmental stimuli are relatively easy to be
changed into different settings, and colors and light are
known for their impact on people’s affect, cognition, and behavior (e.g., Biner, Butler, Fischer, & Westergren, 1989; Elliot & Maier, 2014). What kind of effect color has on people
depends on the context (Elliot & Maier, 2014). For instance,
blue is considered to be a pleasant color, but blue food is
not expected to elicit pleasant reactions (Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). Although effects of colors depend on context,
there are some universal findings. Overall, colors with a short
wavelength are known as cool colors, such as violet and blue.
These colors are often preferred by people, and described to
have a relaxing effect. Colors with a long wavelength, such
as yellow, red and orange, are known as warm colors and
often found to have a stimulating effect (e.g., Adams & Osgood, 1973; Jacobs & Suess, 1975; Valdez & Mehrabian,
1994; Walters, Apter, & Svebak, 1982; Yildirim, AkalinBaskaya, & Capanoglu, 2011).
In accordance with reversal theory, it was hypothesized
that “must” passengers want to avoid too many stimuli,
which will lead to a negative station and waiting experience
for “must” passengers. “Lust” passengers will be more receptive to environmental stimuli and a stimulating environment will initiate a positive station and waiting experience
for this type of passenger.

WAITING EXPERIENCE

Also human density and light intensity may influence
the station evaluation and time experience. As the effects
of color depend on context, lighting effects have also been
shown to depend on the situation, the task, and one’s surroundings (Biner et al., 1989; Butler & Biner, 1987). In
a busy environment, the sense of control can decrease and
lead to stress, so having a clear view is of paramount importance, which in turn necessitates a higher level of lighting
(Van Bommel & Van den Beld, 2004). In a quiet and less
task-directed environment, the brightness of the lighting is
less relevant, and too much light may even overstimulate.
We thus expect that a low level of lighting in a quiet, low
density environment and a high level in a busy high density
environment will positively affect the hedonic tone and the
waiting experience.
Method
Participants. Participants were panel members of the
NS panel who have voluntarily stated that they wish to participate in NS research. In total 1,326 respondents (43.4%
female and 56.6% male, Mdn age range 30-39 years) participated in the online study.
Design and stimulus materials. The study employs a
three color (blue vs. red vs. yellow) x two light intensity (low
vs. high) x two density (low vs. high) x two motivational
orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) between-subjects design.
A virtual world was created to study the effects of environmental manipulations (i.e., color, lighting, and density at
the station). A replica was made of Leiden Central station in
the Netherlands, where participants could assume the form
of an avatar, and move through the railway station using a
mouse. Leiden was chosen as it is the fifth largest station
in the Netherlands and each type of passenger is well represented there. The participants could enter and freely navigate through the station from a first-person perspective, i.e.,
they were able to walk through the station, climb the stairs,
and go onto the platform. Real-life background noises were
played during the session to enhance imaginative power. Test
subjects started the virtual world on the forecourt of Leiden
Central Station and were asked to take the train to Amsterdam. They were free to navigate with their mouse through
the entire station and with the aid of departure boards, clocks
and/or announcement messages could find the correct train
in time. Once the test subjects had ascertained where their
train would depart from, they navigated to the correct platform and waited for the train. When it arrived, they clicked
on the train and were subsequently led to a questionnaire.
After answering it, the test subjects were thanked for their
cooperation and the window closed.
The ecological validity of the use of virtual environments
has already been shown (Blascovich, Loomis, Beall, Swinth,
Hoyt & Bailenson, 2002; Massara, Liu & Melara, 2010;
Riva, Mantovani, Capideville, Preziosa, Morganti, Villani et
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al., 2007). The advantage of a virtual environment is that it
also meets the recommendation of Bateson and Hui (1992)
to imitate ambient sounds that strengthen the ecological validity. In sum, the findings in a replicated environment are
expected to be generally comparable with an actual environment.
After opening the start page, each participant was instructed to get the first train to Amsterdam. Then participants were asked to imagine themselves in a goal-directed
“must” scenario (“. . . you have an appointment that is really important for you, so it is imperative that you arrive on
time”), or a non goal-directed “lust” scenario (“With nothing
planned tonight. . . , it does not matter when you get there,
so you can take your time”). This role playing method has
been successfully used in other studies in the service environment (e.g., Ang et al., 1997; Bitner, 1990; Folkes, 1984;
Suprenant & Solomon, 1987). In order to ensure that the
scenario belonging to either the “must” or “lust” condition
was actually perceived as such by the respondents, a pre-test
was carried out. Twenty respondents were given one of two
scenarios, following which they had to fill in a short questionnaire comprising four items from the Motivational Orientation Scale of Kaltcheva and Weitz (2006, α = .79). A
t-test was conducted to compare the scores for motivational
orientation. “Must” passengers (M = 4.8, SD = 1.32) scored
significantly higher for motivational orientation than “lust”
passengers (M = 2.87, SD = 1.19), t(18) = 3.42, p < .01.
We could thus deduce that the scenarios were suitable and
would lead to the desired effects.
Density was manipulated by placing either few or many
other ‘passengers’ on the platform, just as experienced during peak and off peak hours in the real world (see Figure 2).
In the virtual station, color (blue, yellow and red) and
brightness of light were projected on the canopy of the platform, as shown in Figure 2. We choose to manipulate the
canopies, because all passengers can see that clearly, even if
the platform is crowded. Level of color saturation was held
constant for each condition.
Procedure. Panel members received an email in which
they were asked to participate in the study. They could log in
at any time and via a link they arrived at the introduction page
where they were asked to download the software VirtuoCity
2.4, which was needed to run the virtual model. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the 24 conditions. After navigating through the online simulation, the participant
was asked to fill out a questionnaire.
Measures.
Pleasure, arousal, and dominance. Three emotional dimensions were measured on the basis of the Pleasure Arousal
Dominance (PAD) scale (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). Pleasure was measured with 6 items. Participants could indicate on a 7-point scale to what extent they felt unhappyhappy, annoyed-pleased, unsatisfied-satisfied, melancholic-
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Results

Figure 2. Blue, yellow and red canopies on the platform
(above). The yellow platform is depicted with high intensity
of light (above) and low intensity of light (below), and low
density (left side) and high density (right side).

contended, despairing-hopeful, and unpleasant-pleasant;
α = .92). Arousal was measured with 7 items (stimulatedrelaxed, excited-calm, frenzied-sluggish, jittery-dull, wide
awake-sleepy, aroused-unaroused; fit-tired; α = .72). Dominance was measured with 6 items (controlled-controlling,
influenced-influential, cared for-in control, awed-important,
submissive-dominant, autonomous-guided; α = .76).
Platform score. Station evaluation was assessed by asking participants to evaluate the platform by awarding a score
on a 10-point scale (1 = poor, 10 = excellent).
Cognitive appraisal of the wait. How the time on the
platform was perceived was measured with the question
"How did you experience the time spent at the station?”
(1 = very short, 7 = very long) (cf., Pruyn & Smidts, 1998).
Acceptable wait. Acceptable wait was measured with
one item: “The time I spent on the platform was: 1 =
unacceptable, 7 = acceptable.”
Utilitarian and hedonic waiting experience. Waiting
time experience was measured on the basis of the hedonic
and utilitarian attitude dimensions as suggested by Batra and
Ahtola (1990). Hedonic waiting experience was measured
with three items (7-point Likert scale, α = .92) and utilitarian waiting experience was measured with three items
(α = .87). Examples of utilitarian waiting time items are
“Was the time you spent waiting on the platform: 1 =
useful, 7 = useless; 1 = valuable, 7 = worthless” Examples
of the hedonic waiting experience: “Was the time you spent
waiting on the platform: 1 = pleasing, 7 = annoying; 1 =
happy, 7 = sad”

Manipulation check. Perceived density was measured
with the aid of the perceived crowding scale (Harrell, Hutt &
Anderson, 1980), which consists of seven items. Examples
are: “There are many passengers on the platform” and “On
the platform I am limited in my freedom of movement” (1 =
totally disagree, 7 = totally agree; α = .79). The manipulation check confirmed that in the high density conditions,
the station was rated as more crowded (M = 3.8, SD = .92)
compared to the low density conditions (M = 3.01, SD =
.93; F(1, 1314) = 235.4, p < .001).
Station experience. A three color (blue vs. yellow vs.
red) x two light intensity (low vs. high) x two motivational orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) x two density (low vs.
high) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted with four dependent variables related to station experience (pleasure, arousal, dominance, platform score). The
MANOVA revealed significant main effects for light intensity (F(4, 1277) = 2.78, p = .03) and motivational orientation (F(4, 1277) = 2.99, p = .02). A two-way interaction was found between color and motivational orientation
(F(8, 2554) = 2.05, p = .03), and a three-way interaction
was found between color, motivational orientation and density (F(8, 2254) = 2.25, p = .02). Remaining main and interaction effects were non significant. Follow up analyses were
conducted using univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA).
Pleasure, arousal and dominance. An ANOVA showed
that “lust” passengers experienced more dominance (M =
4.33, SD = .73) than “must” passengers (M = 4.23, SD =
.75; F(1, 1313) = 5.58, p = .02). More importantly, another
ANOVA revealed that passengers experienced more pleasure
with a low light intensity (M = 4.58, SD = 1.05) than with
a high light intensity (M = 4.40, SD = 1.04; F(1,1321) =
9.63, p = .002). The same applied to dominance: passengers
experienced more dominance with a low light intensity (M =
4.34, SD = .73) than with a high light intensity (M = 4.22,
SD = .74; F(1,1313) = 7.99, p = .005).
A significant two-way interaction between color and motivational orientation was found for arousal (F(2,1309) = 5.79,

Figure 3. Pleasure as a function of color (blue, yellow, or
red), motivational orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) and density
(low density vs. high density). Standard errors are presented
in the figure by the error bars attached to each column.
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p = .003). “Must” passengers were less stimulated by yellow (M = 4.23, SD = .95) than by red (M = 4.51, SD =
.84) or blue (M = 4.59, SD = .89; F(2,1309) = 7.55, p =
.001). No significant arousal effect was found for “lust” passengers. For pleasure a significant two-way interaction (F(2,
1317) = 7.02, p = .005) was qualified by a three-way interaction between color, motivational orientation and density
(F(2, 1311) = 6.51, p = .002). Figure 3 shows that under a
low density condition, “lust” passengers experienced greater
pleasure with the colors yellow and red than with the color
blue (F(2, 1311) = 7.29, p = .001), whereas “must” passengers experienced greater pleasure on a blue than on a yellow
platform (F(2, 1311) = 1.88, p = .02). Under high density
conditions no differences were observed.
Platform score. A similar but only marginally significant three-way interaction was also found for platform score
(F(2, 1303) = 2.83, p = .06). Lust passengers appreciated
yellow on the platform more than blue at quiet low-density
moments (F(2, 1303) = 3.68, p = .03). Although the results
point in the right direction, we did not find any significant
differences between the colors yellow and blue for “must”
passengers (F(2, 1303) =1.80, p = .17). These findings are in
accordance with reversal theory, which proposes that “lust”
passengers are more receptive to environmental stimuli than
“must” passengers.
Waiting experience. A three color (blue vs. yellow vs.
red) x two light intensity (low vs. high) x two motivational orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) x two density (low
vs. high) MANOVA was also conducted with the dependent variables related to waiting experience (cognitive appraisal of the wait, acceptable wait, utilitarian and hedonic waiting time). The MANOVA revealed significant interactions between light intensity and motivational orientation
(F(10, 2512) = 2.51, p = .03), and light intensity and density (F(5, 1256) = 2.76, p = .03). Marginally significant interaction effects were found between color and motivational
orientation (F(5, 1256) = 1.66, p = .08), and density and
motivational orientation (F(5, 1256) = 2.25, p = .06). Remaining main and interaction effects were non significant.
Cognitive appraisal of the wait and acceptable wait.
ANOVAs showed that the combination of light intensity
and density influenced acceptance of the wait (F(1, 1320) =
8.90, p < .01) and time perception (F(1, 1315) = 5.58, p <
.02). Figure 4 shows that on a busy (high density) platform
the light intensity has hardly any influence on the acceptance
of the waiting time or how the duration thereof is experienced. However, on the low density platform, the waiting
time is experienced as more acceptable with a low rather than
a high light intensity (F(1, 1320) = 16.1, p = .000). Also the
time on a low density platform seems to take less long with
a low versus a high light intensity (F(1, 1315) = 11.83, p =
.001). In quiet periods, a low light intensity would thus seem
to result in positive effects for the waiting experience.

Figure 4. Acceptable waiting time (1 = unacceptable, 7 =
acceptable) and cognitive appraisal of the wait (1 = short, 7
= long) as a function of light intensity (low vs. high intensity
of light) and density (low density vs. high density). Standard
errors are presented in the figure by the error bars attached to
each column.

Hedonic and utilitarian wait. ANOVAs revealed that
the combination of color and motivational orientation does
indeed influence both the hedonic (F(2,1310) = 6.77, p =
.001) and the utilitarian appraisal of waiting time (F(2,1311)
= 3.28, p = .04). Figure 5 shows that “lust” passengers experienced the waiting time on the yellow platform as more
pleasant (F(2, 1310) = 4.26, p = .01) and more useful (F(2,
1311) =3.43, p = .03) than on the blue platform. In contrast,
“must” passengers experienced a more pleasant waiting time
(F(2, 1310) = 3.06, p = .05) on the blue platform than on the
yellow one.
Discussion Study 1
The effects of environmental stimuli depend on whether
one is a “must” or “lust” passenger (and thus in a hurry or
not). This study showed that regardless of light intensity,
warm colors (both red and yellow) resulted in higher levels of
pleasure and a more positive appraisal of the wait for “lust”
passengers, which confirmed Hypothesis 1. Must passengers, on the other hand, experienced more pleasure with the
color blue, as well as finding the wait more pleasant which
confirmed Hypothesis 2.
The results particularly showed positive effects under
dimmed lighting conditions. Regardless of color, a low density platform with a low light intensity affords a more positive

Figure 5. Hedonic wait and utitilarian wait as a function
of color (blue, yellow or red) and motivational orientation
(“must” vs. “lust”). Standard errors are presented in the figure by the error bars attached to each column.
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waiting experience than a low density platform with a high
light intensity. Waiting on a quiet platform with a low light
intensity is not only considered as being more acceptable but
also the wait seems to be shorter. With a high light intensity, no differences were found for the waiting experience regardless of color or density. Light intensity and colors have
thus no effect on the waiting experience when combined with
density.
Overall, the findings from this research support reversal
theory (Apter, 2007; Walters, Apter & Svebak, 1982), which
hypothesizes that people under pressure prefer cool colors
and in a relaxed situation incline towards warm ones. The
impact of colors thus appear to be dependent on the demand
for stimuli, whereby “lust” passengers respond more positively to warm stimulating colors and “must” passengers to
cool relaxing ones.
Also, dimly lit surroundings appear to evoke more positive
affective reactions to the waiting time and the acceptance of
the waiting time than when the lights are brighter. Moreover,
time seems to pass more quickly in dimly lit situations than
when the lights are brighter.
The results show that manipulations in a virtual environment successfully allow effects with color, light, density and
time pressure to be demonstrated and that the findings are
comparable with those from the field study (see Van Hagen,
2011).
Study 2: Musical genre
Besides atmospheric influences such as color and lighting, music has been acknowledged as one of the most important and effective elements in the servicescape. Music has
been shown to be an effective means of influencing mood,
behavior, and perception (Bruner, 1990). It is not only relatively easy to deploy and easy to control, but music has also
been shown to positively impact a wide range of consumer
responses in service settings (e.g., Garlin & Owen, 2006),
and more specifically in restaurants (Caldwell & Hibbert,
2002; Milliman, 1986; North, Shilcock & Hargreaves, 2003),
banks (Dubé, Chebat & Morin, 1995; North, Hargreaves &
McKendrick, 2000), wine stores (Areni & Kim, 1993) and
travel agencies (Bitner, 1990). However, in a simulated laboratory experiment, Cameron et al. (2013) showed that background music (in high and low volume levels) elicited a negative impact on service evaluation and had no impact on perceived wait duration. In the study by Cameron et al., classical music was used which calls into question whether classical music should be used in waiting environments. The
authors suggest that perhaps other types of music that generate stronger affective responses would have elicited other
responses in a service environment. This study investigates
whether musical genre can influence the station and waiting
experience by comparing two different genres, i.e., calming
and stimulating music.

Method
Participants. Participants were panel members of the
NS panel. The online assignment and questionnaire was fully
completed by 517 members of the panel (58.9% male, 41.4%
female). The mean age of the panel members was 43 years
(SD = 15.73).
Design and stimulus materials. In a three musical
genre (stimulating vs. calming vs. no music) x two motivational orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) x two density (low vs.
high) between-subjects design we studied what influence the
differences in musical genre have on the passenger’s waiting and station experience. As in study 1, the participants
were asked to navigate through a virtual simulation of Leiden Central station. In study 2, the virtual station had a 10minute cycle (running from 17:52-18:02 hrs), after which the
train departed. Test subjects entered this cycle at an arbitrary
moment (depending on their self-chosen login moment) and
thus had a different objective waiting time. Whilst the test
subjects navigated through the station, their objective waiting time at both the station (from the entrance to clicking on
the train) and on the platform (from their first step on it to
the time they clicked on the train) was recorded to within a
second.
The same procedures and manipulations were used to induce motivational orientation and density. In this study, participants were explicitly requested to adjust the sound on
their computer (to a comfortable volume) before entering the
virtual world. Half of the subjects listened to calming tracks,
whereas the other half were allocated stimulating pieces of
music. How music is experienced does not solely depend on
music tempo (as indicated by beat per minute, BPM), but
also on the subjective impression thereof. The subjective
interpretation of BPM is evident with dance, for example:
with certain songs, people dance twice as slow as the beat
(BPM), and the music is perceived as ‘half tempo’ (or half
time). This interpretation occurs simultaneously among large
groups of people and is not restricted to culture or place. In
musical terms, the subjective tempo is indicated by a type of
meter and tempo that alters the rhythmic feel by essentially
doubling the tempo resolution. Thus 4/4 approximates 8/8.
The subjective BPM determines whether music is found to
be relaxing or stimulating. Six tracks per genre were played
at random. The tracks were easy listening music tracks and
selected by a music expert. The selection criteria for the
track concerned the emotional tone (melodical complexity,
rhythmic complexity, vocal meaningfulness, and consonant
harmony), whereas other criteria such as volume, tempo and
pitch (Bruner, 1990) were kept as similar as possible in order
to prevent confounding effects.
Measures. In this study the same measures were used as
in study 1. Table 2 shows the Coefficient alpha’s, the minimum and maximum values, the mean and standard deviations
of each of the constructs. In study 2 we were able to record
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Table 2
Cronbach’s Alpha, Min., Max., M and SD of the dependent
variables
α

Min.

Max.

M

SD

Pleasure
Arousal
Dominance
Platform score

.89
.81
.8
-

1
1
1
1

7
6
7
10

4.4
3.5
3.9
7.2

.90
.88
.77
1.23

Waiting experience
Time perception (in minutes)
Cognitive appraisal of the wait
Acceptable wait
Utilitarian waiting experience
Hedonic waiting experience

.93
.93

0
1
1
1
1

20
7
7
7
7

3.8
3.5
4.9
3.1
3.9

3.00
1.69
1.36
1.41
1.23

Station experience

the objective time spent at the (virtual) station and platform.
Therefore we included an extra item to measure subjective
time experience with an open question: “If you had to guess,
how long do you think you were at the platform (in minutes)?”
Results
Manipulation checks. Of the 517 experimental subjects, 426 (82.4%) were in a condition with music. The
other 91 subjects (17.6%) were in a condition without music.
Of the 426 subjects in a condition with music, 298 of them
(57.6%) reported they had heard music.
To determine whether the quiet versus busy platform was
indeed experienced as such, a manipulation check was conducted. Three items of the perceived crowding scale (Harrell,
Hutt & Anderson, 1980) were incorporated in the questionnaire in order to ascertain the perceived crowding (α = .79).
For example: “There are many passengers on the platform.”
An ANOVA showed that experimental subjects in the high
density condition rated the platform as more crowded (M =
3.02, SD = 1.38) than subjects in the low density condition
(M = 2.22, SD = 1.18), F(1, 499) = 48.25, p = .000),
Also a manipulation check was carried out to ascertain
whether stimulating music was indeed assessed as being
more stimulating than calming music. An analysis of variance showed that stimulating music was indeed experienced
as being more stimulating (M = 4.54, SD = 1.19) than calming music (M = 3.93, SD = 1.49), F(1, 208) = 11.02, p =
.001).
Station experience. A two motivational orientation
(“must” vs. “lust”) x two density (low vs. high) x three musical genre (stimulating vs. calming vs. no music) MANOVA
with the dependent variables relating to station experience
(pleasure, arousal, dominance and station score) revealed
only a significant interaction effect between musical genre
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and density (F(8,670) = 3.72, p = .001). Any other main and
interaction effects on station experience were non significant.
Pleasure and arousal. As the degree of stimulation influences the hedonic tone, we will first look at the results of
arousal. An interaction effect was found between music and
density on arousal (F(2, 338) = 6.43, p = .002). As can be
seen in Figure 6, on busy platforms passengers experienced
more arousal with stimulating music than with calming music and no music (F(2,344) = 8.41, p = .000). This difference
is non-significant on a quiet platform. The interaction plot
clearly shows how density and stimulating music incite extra
stimuli.
Musical genre in combination with density influenced
pleasure (F(2, 338) = 9.56, p = .000). Passengers on low
density platforms experienced greater pleasure when stimulating or no music was played in comparison with calming
music (F(2, 343) = 4.42, p = .01). At high density platforms passengers experienced more pleasure when calming
or no music was played in comparison with stimulating music (F(2, 343) = 7.71, p = .001). There were no significant
findings for dominance.
Station score. Musical genre in combination with density influenced the hedonic tone, not only for pleasure but
also for the station score (F(2, 338) = 6.51, p = .001). An
ANOVA revealed that at low density platforms passengers
rated the station with a higher score when stimulating music
was played as compared with calming music (F(2, 345) =
3.47, p = .03). No significant differences were found with
the condition without music. At high density platforms passengers awarded the station a higher score when no music
was played as opposed to stimulating music (F(2, 345) =
3.97, p = .02). There were no significant differences with the
calming music condition.
Waiting experience. A two motivational orientation
(“must” vs. “lust”) x two density (low vs. high) x three musi-

Figure 6. Arousal as a factor of musical genre (no music,
calming or stimulating music) and density (low density vs.
high density).
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cal genre (stimulating vs. calming vs. no music) MANOVA
on waiting experience (utilitarian and hedonic wait, acceptable wait, cognitive appraisal of the wait, subjective time experience) revealed a marginally significant interaction effect
between music and motivational orientation (F(12, 638) =
2.51, p = .06), and a three-way interaction between density,
music, and motivational orientation (F(12, 638) = 1.79, p =
.05). The other main and interaction effects were non significant.
Objective and subjective time. This study also recorded
the objective time. On average respondents spent 7.05 minutes (SD = 4.18) at the station, of which an average 4.05
minutes (SD = 3.30) were on the platform. A t-test revealed
a significant difference between the objective and subjective
time on the platform (t(516)= 28.30, p = .000). The time
on the platform appeared to be significantly longer than the
actual or objective time. On average, passengers overestimated their waiting time, which is in keeping with the literature (Hornik, 1984, 1992).
Acceptable and subjective time experience. An interaction was found between music and motivational orientation
on the subjective time experience on the platform (F(2, 319)
=4.79, p = .01). An ANOVA revealed that with stimulating music “lust” passengers estimated their waiting time as
shorter than with calming music (F(2, 344) =3.45, p = .03).
There was no significant difference with the condition without music nor were significant differences found for “must”
passengers. Another ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction effect for acceptable wait (F(2, 319) =3.31, p = .03)
which shows that “lust” passengers found the waiting time
on the platform more acceptable when there was stimulating
music or no music as compared with calming music (F(2,
338) = 3.59, p = .03). This difference was non-significant
for “must” passengers.
Hedonic wait. A marginally significant three-way interaction effect was found between music, density and motivational orientation on hedonic appraisal of the wait (F(2, 319)
= 2.91, p = .06). Figure 7 shows that “lust” passengers spent
their waiting time more pleasantly when stimulating music
was played as compared with calming or no music (F(2, 333)
= 7.10, p = .001). When it was busy, “lust” passengers indicated they spent their waiting time more pleasantly when
no music was played than with stimulating or calming music
(F(2, 333) = 3.25, p = .04). These differences were nonsignificant for “must” passengers.
Discussion study 2. The assumption of this study was
that by playing the right music on a platform, waiting passengers would be offered an optimal level of stimuli which
would result in a more positive station and waiting experience. With an optimal level of stimuli the hedonic tone
(much pleasure, high score) is raised. In order to achieve
the optimal level of stimuli the context is of importance:
reversal theory predicts that stimulating music at quiet moments and calming music at busy moments has a positive

Figure 7. Hedonic wait as a function of musical genre (no
music, calming music or stimulating music), motivational
orientation (“must” vs. “lust”) and density (low density vs.
high density). Standard errors are presented in the figure by
the error bars attached to each column.

effect. This also applies to the type of passenger: “lust” passengers are more receptive to environmental stimuli and it
is to be expected that they prefer stimulating music during
the wait, whereas “must” passengers are less receptive to extra environmental stimuli and will have a greater preference
for calming music. A more positive hedonic tone has an effect on the waiting experience; if the passengers experience
pleasure, then they will experience the wait more positively
(the waiting time is more pleasant and more acceptable), and
the wait will seem to be shorter (Baker & Cameron, 1996;
Hornik, 1992).
Our findings concur with reversal theory. It is indeed
at low-density moments that stimulating music results in a
higher hedonic tone(greater pleasure and a higher station
score) than calming music, just as it is at busy high-density
moments that passengers experience greater pleasure when
calming music is played, as opposed to stimulating music
(Van Hagen, 2011). Figure 8 shows how the musical genres
and the degree of density are related to the degree of stimulation (arousal) and hedonic tone.
In accordance with reversal theory, calming music appears
to result in a more positive waiting experience for “must”

Figure 8. Density and music genre related to arousal and
hedonic tone.
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passengers, just as stimulating music does for “lust” passengers. This applies to the acceptance of the waiting time and
to a pleasant wait. “Lust” passengers find the waiting time
more acceptable and pleasant with stimulating music than
with calming music. This result supports the premise of reversal theory when applied to the type of passenger: “lust”
passengers are receptive to environmental stimuli. If this
need of stimuli is met, then the pleasure increases and the
waiting experience is improved. Also apparent is that “lust”
passengers estimate the time as being shorter with stimulating as opposed to calming music, which supports Hypothesis
3. This not only concurs with the attentional model (Zakay &
Block, 1997) but also with reversal theory(Apter, 2007). For
“lust” passengers stimulating music affords sufficient distraction, causing them to pay less attention to the time and hence
underestimate its duration (attentional model). Lust passengers apparently have a greater need of environmental stimuli
and/or allow themselves to be distracted, and this concurs
with reversal theory. A more pleasant wait and greater acceptance of the waiting time result in a more positive hedonic tone whereby “lust” passengers underestimate the time
(Baker & Cameron, 1996; Hornik, 1984; 1992; 1993).
General discussion
Overall, the studies revealed that when platforms are busy,
the number of stimuli should be minimized, but when it is
quiet, stimuli should be added. For instance, at quiet moments passengers experienced greater pleasure when stimulating music was played, whereas at busy moments it was
the other way round (i.e., greater pleasure when calming music was played). Warm stimulating colors (i.e., red and yellow) were associated with pleasure, but only for “lust” (non
hasty) passengers. In contrast, “must” (hasty) passengers
leant more towards the calming color blue. These findings
lent support for Hypotheses 1 and 2, and concur with those of
Massara, Liu and Melara (2010). They can be successfully
explained with reversal theory whereby mildly incongruent
stimuli afford the most positive station evaluation and waiting experience. It became evident that stimulating music and
warm colors at quiet moments result in greater pleasure than
calming music and cool colors.
Environmental stimuli and time perception
Lust passengers seemed more receptive to stimulating environments. Under these circumstances pleasure increased,
and the waiting experience improved. Findings from study
2 showed that “lust” passengers estimated the time as being
shorter with stimulating as opposed to calming music, which
confirmed Hypothesis 3.
However, the studies also demonstrated that waiting time
sometimes seems to pass more quickly in an environment
with calming stimuli as well as in an environment with stimulating stimuli. Time seemed to pass more quickly with the
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barely stimulating color blue and dimmed lighting, whereas
in the music study time appeared to pass more quickly with
stimulating music on a busy platform. Several explanations
may be given for these (apparently) opposite results and the
way stimuli are processed might be responsible for these effects, in which conscious or unconscious processing of environmental stimuli plays a role. For example, we know that
conscious attention plays a role when estimating time. Conscious attention to time probably played a role in our studies, albeit that any contrast was determined by the kind of
environmental stimuli. Although every stimulus in the environment is perceived and influences behavior, selective attention allows only a few to reach our consciousness. When
environmental stimuli are barely consciously perceived (such
as cool colors and a low level of lighting) one’s attention is
not consciously distracted from the time. However, a more
stimulating environment (with warm colors and a high level
of lighting) does afford more information processing. Ornstein’s storage size model (1969) might offer an explanation
here in which more information processing results in a longer
estimation of the duration. When attention is consciously
distracted from the time, such as with music, passengers notice their environment more and can even experience a moment of ‘flow’. As less processing capacity remains to follow
the time, it seems to pass more quickly. Here, in accordance
with the attentional model, and as with the prospective approach, distraction from the time affords a shorter estimation
of the duration.
Although reversal theory (Apter, 2007) paid no attention
to the experience of time, it might still explain our findings.
Both few and many stimuli can afford a higher hedonic tone
in the shape of relaxation (few stimuli) or excitement (many
stimuli) and make time seemingly pass more quickly. Our
studies have shown that the test subjects indeed experienced
greater pleasure not only with dimmed lighting but also with
stimulating music.
Combining aforementioned explanations implies that as
satisfied passengers do not pay attention to the time, it seems
to pass more quickly (attentional model). Relaxed passengers neither (consciously) heed the time nor their surroundings and are probably so deep in thought that they also estimate the time as shorter (storage size model). Passengers
with a low hedonic tone overestimate the time because they
are bored due to a long wait or because the wait itself induces
stress. Figure 9 shows the relations with the research findings
and theories on waiting time.
The studies we presented here were conducted in a virtual environment. Besides the advantage of conditioned surroundings, a virtual station had the benefit that various environmental elements could be manipulated relatively cheap
(as opposed to a real life field study). With its visual images,
ambient sounds and freedom of movement, the virtual environment offered a comparable to life representation of reality
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Figure 9. Relationship research findings and theories on
waiting time.

(Blascovich, et al., 2002; Massara et al., 2010; Rivaet al.,
2006). Another benefit of the virtual environment was that
it was possible to record the objective duration of stay at the
station and on the platform. Moreover a practical advantage
of an online enquiry was its extensive reach - a large and
widespread group of test subjects in a short period of time
(Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava & John, 2004; Kraut, Olson, Banaji, Bruckman, Cohen & Couper, 2003). Last but not least,
many different simulations could be implemented (i.e., the
test subjects were asked to take a certain train and to imagine themselves in goal-directed “must” or a non goal-directed
“lust” scenario). Also the degree of density (busy/quiet) was
varied in the studies.
However, a virtual environment also has its disadvantages.
Respondents need certain skills to manoeuvre through the
station with the aid of mouse or arrow keys (Huang & Claramunt, 2005; Loomis, Blascovich & Beall, 1999). Moreover, all test subjects performed their tasks from behind their
own computer, which means the screen and volume settings
cannot be influenced, nor other possibly distracting environmental variables. A last disadvantage might be that subjects
like walking around in the virtual environment which influences their mental state.. “Must” passengers might be in the
paratelic state instead of the telic state. The results presented
are significant and in the predicted direction, however the
effect sizes were rather small. The virtual environment allowed us to demonstrate that subtle changes in the environment (color, light intensity or music genre) had an impact
–albeit small- on the waiting experience of the subjects, even
when they were not consciously aware of the manipulation.
We expect that the impact will be larger when various stimuli
are changed at the same time.
Overall, the results of the studies shed light on the relationship between environmental stimuli and waiting experi-

ence, including the differentiation between busy and quiet
surroundings and motivational states of passengers. Adding
the correct environmental stimuli to the platform at the right
time increases a pleasant waiting experience. In line with
reversal theory, it can be concluded that the effects of environmental stimuli in waiting surroundings depend on the
motivational state a person is in (Apter, 2007; Kerr & Tacon,
1999; Kerr, Hayashi, Matusmoto, & Miyamoto, 2002). Designers of waiting environments might choose to design an
environment that reverses the negative emotions of boredom
or stress to positive emotions of excitement and relaxation,
and thus distract consumers from time (e.g., Fokkingka &
Desmet, 2013). In the design of waiting environments, it is
our challenge to re-direct the goal oriented focus on time, and
make people enjoy their stay. For this reversal from one state
of mind to another, people first need to be in a ‘protective
frame’, that is a frame that prevents waiting customers from
being too late. They need to be in a ‘safe zone’ in which they
can forget about time, and do not need to worry about being
too late, or missing their train. On a platform different zones
can be appointed in which different intensities of stimulation are presented, so passengers can choose the environment
which suits their mental state best. On platforms, “must”
passengers look for cues to determine where and when their
train will leave. A good station layout and efficient information services allow these passengers to orientate themselves
quickly and prevents unnecessary confusion (Nie, 2000). For
“lust” passengers who might get bored when they experience
too little stimulation, more stimuli can be added, which allows a reversal from boredom to excitement. The moment
“must” and “lust” passengers feel reassured, reversal to a
more playful or relaxing state of mind is possible in which
consumers enjoy or appreciate an entertaining or relaxing
waiting environment.
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